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“… and into this bizarrerie, as into all his others, I quietly 

fell; giving myself up to his wild whims with a perfect 

abandon.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taken from ‘The Murders in the Rue Morgue’ by Edgar 

Allan Poe, first published in ‘Graham’s Magazine’, April 

1841. 
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS MONTHLY MAGAZINE 

Welcome, Orb dwellers, to the third issue of Shadows of 

Centralis Monthly Magazine. In this month’s issue, casting an 

eye over its many lands, we take a closer look at the strange 

world of the Orb. Detailing their strengths and weaknesses, 

this month’s Army Focus features the crystal ship sailing 

Elves. Following on from last month’s delve into using Magic 

in your games of Shadows of Centralis, this month we feature 

a selection of models which are perfect for using as Magic 

Users units. 

Master of the macabre and teller of many terror-filled tales, 

this month’s Horror Fiends features Edgar Allan Poe. 

Transporting them out of their original, often historical, 

settings and placing them into the strange and mysterious 

world of the Orb, Shadows of Centralis & Gripping Beast 

details how many of Gripping Beast’s models can be used in 

games of Shadows of Centralis. 

As the Baltimore-born sculptor discusses all things model-

making, there is a concluding piece to Satyr Art Studio: A Talk 

with Drew Day Williams. Meanwhile, there are also 

interviews with sculptor extraordinaire Bob Naismith and The 

Little Soldier Company’s founder, and author of the Dear 

Tony Blair blog, David Wood. 

Shadows of Centralis players, especially those who field 

armies of the Lords, may find particularly interesting Diehard 

Miniatures’ new E-Corp, Elite Bounty Hunter, and Death Cult 

models. These figures offer players of the Lords several 

model options for their Ray Gunners and Protector units. 
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Prising him away from his putty-covered desk, Shadows of 

Centralis Monthly Magazine talks a little with Diehard 

Miniatures’ Tim Prow as he discusses his company’s latest 

Kickstarter campaign. 
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EXCLUSIVE SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS MINIATURE 

 

Available directly from Lucid Eye Publications, R’lyeh, Acolyte 

of Rooth is the official Shadows of Centralis miniature, and 

can be purchased as part of a special bundle, which includes 

a copy of the Shadows of Centralis book. For those who 

already have the book, the miniature can also be purchased 

separately. 

Full details of how to field this model in your games of 

Shadows of Centralis can be found in issue #1 of Shadows of 

Centralis Monthly Magazine (Monthly Magazine: Issue #1 

https://shadowsofcentralis.com/monthly-magazine-issue-1-april-2022/
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(April 2022) – Shadows of Centralis), available via Amazon or 

as a free PDF download from the Shadows of Centralis 

website.

 

Shadows of Centralis: ‘R’lyeh, Acolyte of Rooth’, the official Shadows of 
Centralis miniature, sculpted by Steve Saleh and available exclusively from 
Lucid Eye Publications. 

https://shadowsofcentralis.com/monthly-magazine-issue-1-april-2022/
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: A CLOSER LOOK AT THE ORB 

Strewn with kaleidoscopic, dimension-twisting cosmic paths, 

strange portals of time, and vast stretches of consuming and 

unfathomable dark matter, the immense, far-reaching and 

irregular Cattus Occuli galaxy contains countless billions of 

many-varied worlds and stars; from helium and hydrogen 

filled gas giants to frozen ice worlds, from low luminosity 

dwarf stars to brilliant hypergiants. Though the Cattus Occuli 

has given birth to innumerable lifeforces during its long 

existence, this galaxy is now ripping itself apart as its core 

ripples and tears with corrupted antimatter, while its outer 

fringes convulsively fold in on themselves as radioactive 

decay spreads like a corrosive pestilence feeding on a jolting 

corpse.  

One of the oldest and largest planets of the Cattus Occuli is 

the Orb, an extraordinary and unsettled world which holds 

an intense, raging, supernatural darkness at its blazing core. 

Condemned by the Greater Beings to live an eternal 

existence of imprisonment within the molten centre of the 

Orb, the insane anger and evil of Centralis Portas, the original 

creator of the gods, leaches like a plague into the fabric of 

this giant planet. From his permanent entombment, with 

flowing rivers of bubbling magma steaming the foetid air, as 

embedded mechanical time discs continually churn his 

tortured flesh, Centralis Portas and his serving devils wander 

a labyrinthine netherworld howling unrepentant calls of rage. 

Holding deep within his corrupted soul the secret of all life, a 

plethora of onlooking gods and demigods each vie for control 

of the Orb as they desire Centralis Portas’ knowledge for 
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themselves. These thirsting beings are the Shadows of 

Centralis. 

COELUM AND INFERNUM 

With several surrounding archipelagos, as well as a number 

of isolated islands, the Orb comprises two large land masses, 

known as the Coelum and Infernum regions. The Orb can be 

considered a split world as these two regions are very 

different, with Coelum playing host to most of the Orb’s 

cultures, whilst Infernum, a land of ferocious, scorching 

temperatures, is largely devoid of inhabitants. This was not 

always the case, though, as there once existed a race of 

strange creatures who worshipped a snakelike god called 

Chot. Labelled the Recti Serpentes by Konstrato historians, 

this ancient civilisation once populated the entirety of the 

Orb. As they try to decipher the perplexing cuneiform 

adorned temples and remnants of documents they left 

behind, many theologians and mystics have speculated on 

this mysterious race and their disappearance from the world. 

Once part of a large and prosperous dwarven kingdom, now 

hosting a growing Yalif settlement, the snaking, cloud-

reaching Altai mountains form the spine of western Coelum. 

Typically a warlike people, unphased by the harsh conditions 

of mountain living, having long ago acclimatised to the high 

altitude, these Yalif people have adopted successful crop 

rotation methods among the lower steppes of the Altai. 

These climbing farmlands see the raising of great crops of 

rice, potatoes, and maize; freeze drying techniques allow 

quantities of this produce to be stored in an effort to reduce 

the impact of changing weather conditions or in case of 
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future crop failure. Providing both food and clothing, Yalif 

farmers also rear herds of cattle and flocks of sheep. Further 

to this, there are dedicated hunting parties who stalk deer 

and mountain goats. Knowing mountain goats to be 

considered sacred by the dwarfs, Yalif tribes will often display 

grisly corpses of this animal, skewered on large poles, on the 

outskirts of nearby dwarven settlements in efforts to provoke 

conflict. 

Highly adaptable, the Yalif people hold many lands within 

Coelum and beyond. As well as their Altai realm, Yalif tribes 

have also established sizeable bases in central Coelum’s 

frozen Snaer tundra. Meanwhile, electing to build a 

stronghold on the more temperate north-western coastline 

of Coelum, benefiting from an abundance of rich fishing 

waters, and harbouring a fleet of impressive warships, the 

Yalif’s Madh’zi tribe hold the people’s most well-established 

realm.  

Undaunted by adversity, the Yalif are also one of just a 

handful of forces to have begun exploration into the 

scorching lands of Infernum, forming settlements in the 

Khamsin and Calidum deserts. Traversing the lands of both 

Coelum and Infernum as they lead large camel, horse, and 

sometimes elephant, driven baggage trains, with a yearning 

to journey the Orb’s many lands, there are some nomadic 

Yalif tribes, such as the Bani Khal, who prefer to travel the 

world in search of fertile soils and fresh pastures for their 

crops and livestock. 

To the south of the Altai mountains, and forming the most 

dominant kingdom of western Coelum, is Bantu, the largest 
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realm of the savage, porcine orcs. Ruled over by the Pig King, 

Yoga Mulefoot, Bantu comprises various tribes and warlords. 

Answering to the Pig King, each warlord controls one of 

Bantu’s many towns. Built within huge, solid fortresses, the 

different settlements of Bantu hold simple dwellings; 

typically wood or stone constructions with straw-thatched 

roofs. Orc districts are filthy, brutal environments in which 

illtreated slaves fulfil the demands of their cruel masters; 

turning the cogs of practical necessity, these unfortunate 

captives, starved and whipped, farm the lands and rear herds 

of livestock. Perhaps considered preferable to their lives of 

inexhaustible suffering, slaves are also used in sacrifices to 

the orc god Sus, as well as regularly serving as food for the 

orcs when they grow tired of ‘traditional’ meats. 

Once a leading culture of the Orb who controlled the whole 

of western Coelum, the dwarfs have seen many of their lands 

lost to opportunistic forces of goblins, Fiends, and orcs as the 

race fell into greed-fuelled infighting. With their weakened 

realms now positioned on the south and south-western 

coastlines of Coelum, the dwarven race is divided but still 

holds the foundations of a dynamic society. Dedicating large 

swathes of land to agriculture, dwarfs are noted for their 

substantial orchards, growing fruits such as figs, loquats, and 

kumquats. Keen farmers, in addition to their cultivation of 

sweet potatoes, peas and green beans, other common crops 

of the dwarven people include different grains and varieties 

of hops. Being a people who place much significance on 

possessing a wealth of precious metals and stones, dwarven 

kingdoms are also noted for their vast mining areas. Though 

a shadow of their former selves, the dwarfs still operate 
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many profitable trading routes, consequently dwarven towns 

and cities are awash with all manner of exotic herbs and 

spices, fabrics, and gemstones.  

Shadowed by the Altai mountains, neighbouring lands held 

by forces of orcs, goblins, dwarfs, and Yalif tribes, the largest 

realm of Fiends is called Yor. Once part of the Konstrato 

Empire which housed a lavish retreat for the High Prophet’s 

series of wives, Yor is now an overgrown realm of diseased 

forests and stagnant lakes, littered with repulsive, bloody, 

sacrifice-laden statues in praise of the Beast God N’kish. 

Fiends do not cultivate the land as most other races do, their 

farming practices are darkly unique, Fiends farm humans. 

Fiends are insatiably bloodthirsty creatures, should their 

supplies of human meat run out, these beasts will often 

resort to depraved practices of cannibalism.  

The east of Coelum is typically more temperate in climate 

than the west, though it still suffers wildly changeable 

seasons. It is here where the crusading Konstrato Empire, the 

Orb’s largest human faction, have created a vast realm which 

spans the treacherous, sulphurous Simmering Sea, and 

stretches into the rocky, steaming northern coast of 

Infernum. A deeply religious people, zealously following the 

teachings of Endovelicus, the lands of the Konstrato Empire 

are filled with temples and shrines, along with public displays 

of ‘purified’ sinners. Whilst the Konstrato Empire hold huge 

farmlands, division of produce, like the division of overall 

wealth, is far from balanced. The nation is ruled over by a 

dictatorial sovereign-monk overseer known as the High 

Prophet, leader of the state and head of the Church of 

Endovelicus, a sub-section of the state. 
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Beyond the lands of the Konstrato Empire, located on the 

east coast of Coelum, Futurm Terras is the nightmarish realm 

of the technology obsessed Lords. Stripped of nature, there 

are no grasslands or forestry within the lands of the Lords, 

instead the whole territory is an encased, cramped 

metropolis with high reaching spires and vast underground 

networks. A juxtaposition of archaic and advanced, with a 

culture centred around the worship of Berossus, 

biomechanical experimentation, and drugs, life in Futurm 

Terras is both clinical and chaotic. 

An enchanted witching realm of the matriarchal Order of 

Ophelia, home for many wild creatures, such as brown bears 

and wolves, there is a section of southern Coelum which is a 

luscious land of vast, poppy-speckled meadows and thick 

Douglas-fir forests. An isolated, ensorcelled paradise of 

nature, these lands are known as Civitas Maleficis. 

Contrastingly, a short distance to the east of here is the dark 

and damp subterranean domain of the sickly and much 

persecuted Damned. Here the air is not perfumed with the 

scent of wildflowers, but is thick with the stench of decay. 

Similarly diseased, not too far from the Damned’s hidden 

sanctuary, draped with a foul miasma, is Sandor, a decaying 

land of evil and corruption whose eerie silence unsettles all 

who come near. Once part of the Konstrato Empire, this is 

now Mordecai Petofi’s realm of the Undead. 

With its unhospitable climate, as its scorching temperatures 

rise the further south one travels, much of Infernum is 

uninhabited and remains largely unexplored, though the first 

to have made forays into the arid region include armies of 

the Undead, Orcs, Yalif, and the Konstrato Empire. With their 
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ability to adapt to the harshest of conditions, it is the Yalif 

people who have made furthest progress within the lands of 

Infernum, establishing military bases and forming 

settlements in the Khamsin and Calidum deserts.  

ISLANDS OF THE ORB 

Off the north-western coast of Coelum, surrounded by the 

shimmering and magical Elven Seas, is the land of the elves. 

With the immense Taklamakan Highlands forming the centre 

of the elven realm, many creatures, such as pegasus and 

unicorns, can be found only in these lands. There is a 

common belief that the incredible vitality and stamina of 

elven horses, considered the finest of the Orb, comes from 

the unusually nutrient-rich grasslands found here. With large 

fields of vegetables, grains, chicoi, and papaver somniferum 

plants, the elves are innovative leaders of farming practices 

as they are the Orb’s largest exporter of organic and 

synthetically manufactured agricultural produce.  

Much like the dwarfs, the elves are a race in decline; recent 

times have seen the rise of a breakaway faction called hag 

elves. As elven lands become divided, and with piratical hag 

elves taking to the waves, gradually, once dependable 

trading routes for the elves are being abandoned. Lost to 

drug-fuelled mania, depraved and unrestrained, hag elves 

crave wanton destruction; it is from an evil within that the 

elven race is falling. 

Often called the Jewel of the East Sea, the Loochaan-

worshipping, noble Samurai have a vast island kingdom to 

the east of Infernum. Having long ago removed themselves 

from the rest of the human race, repulsed by the teachings of 
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Endovelicus that gave birth to the Konstrato Empire, as well 

as the savagery and violence that led to the forming of the 

Yalif, the Samurai people have created a prosperous and 

balanced land in the East Sea. Abundant with all manner of 

crops, the soils of this island provide the population with a 

richly diverse selection of fruits and vegetables, from 

aubergines, onions and daikon to yuzu, sudachi and durian. 

Preferring fish, though the Samurai people do raise herds of 

cattle to provide meat to their diet, most of their lands are 

given over to the cultivation of vegetables, gains, and rice, as 

well as many different orchards. Meanwhile, highly ordered 

and pragmatic in design, as well as holding many sacred 

temples, the towns and cities of the Samurai are adorned 

with sculptures and statues in praise of their god Loochaan. 

Positioned off the south east coast of Infernum, concealed by 

a thick, pink hued mist which obscures the detail of its 

coastline, resting in the warm Sea of Buffo, is a tropical island 

called Insula Buffo. With its steaming jungles and lizard-

littered swamplands, this is the kingdom of the mysterious 

Followers of the Eye. Ruled over by the Lizard King, the Hand 

of Buffo, this strange humanoid race is a bizarre and frightful 

amalgamation of exaggerated sea creatures, reptiles, and 

amphibians.  

With a culture centred around a strict hierarchical system, 

each member of the Followers of the Eye performs a 

designated role. Such a social dynamic has seen the 

Followers of the Eye build an enormous island realm. Using 

simple but highly effective methods of construction, the 

buildings of Insula Buffo tend to be built with sun-baked mud 

bricks. Unlike other cultures whose lands are divided into 
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different districts, the Followers of the Eye have constructed 

a single, vast, astronomically aligned city, the centre of which 

stands an enormous temple. In praise of Buffo, the Toad God, 

daily ritual sacrifices are offered deep within the bowels of 

this sacred place.  

As they look to carry out the destructive teachings of their 

goddess Rooth, using their sun compasses and guided by the 

stars, the seafaring Servants of Extinction populate a series of 

small islands off the southern coast of Infernum. With stony 

soils producing meagre, low-quality crops, and the lands 

often suffering extended periods of intense drought, life on 

these austere islands is one extreme of hardship. With the 

promise of eternal fulfilment awaiting them, the Servants of 

Extinction endure discomfort as their focus is directed only 

towards eradicating all before them. 

TIME POCKETS 

Found throughout the Orb, the planet’s most mysterious 

aspects are the esoteric portals known as time pockets. 

These strange, time-defying doorways are in a stage of 

constant flux as they appear and disappear with incalculable 

frequency, moving locations with a seeming will of their own. 

The appearance of time pockets vary greatly; some are 

misted and without permanent form, others are solid 

doorways of granite. Strangest still, some time pockets emit a 

whaling of voices speaking an incomprehensible tongue, and 

sometimes a ripple of agonised faces will appear. Such are 

the possibilities these gateways offer, though extremely 

dangerous, these portals of time are much coveted by the 

Orb’s inhabitants. To all on the Orb, time travel offers 
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countless opportunities. Unknown to all, though, these 

supernatural openings are slowly growing a collective soul of 

consciousness; these pockets of time feed on the souls of all 

those who traverse their paths. 

Further details of the Orb, Centralis Portas, and the gods, 

along with background details on each of the planet’s races, 

full gaming rules and complete army lists can be found in the 

Shadows of Centralis book. 

 

 

Shadows of Centralis, out now! 

Amazon: www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL 
Gripping Beast Ltd: www.grippingbeast.co.uk 
Diehard Miniatures: www. diehardminiatures.com 
Lucid Eye Publications: www.lucideyepublications.com 
The Little Soldier Company: www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk 
Caliver Books: www.caliverbooks.com 

http://www.lucideyepublications.com/
http://www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk/
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: MAGIC USERS 

From wise wizards with their mastery of incantations to 

nefarious necromancers reading from macabre grimoires, 

from divining seers with their strange gift of second sight to 

mysterious, battle-hardened mages, in games of Shadows of 

Centralis, units capable of casting Magic Spells are called 

Magic Users. With varying powers, every army has access to 

Magic Users units, and each force has access to their own 

army-specific Magic Spells, in addition to the General Magic 

Spells which any army can use. 

In last month’s issue of Shadows of Centralis Monthly 

Magazine, we took a closer look at Magic. This month, 

drawing from the collections of Gripping Beast, Warlord 

Games, The Little Soldier Company, and Diehard Miniatures, 

we feature a selection of models which make perfect Magic 

Users units. 
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Damned Warlocks 

With the option of being fielded on foot, mounted atop a 

savage, disease-ridden giant rat, or accompanied with a 

retinue of grotesque assistants, Damned warlocks are 

powerful users of magic. Though Damned players can take 

only one warlock into battle, with the practitioner of dark 

magic holding the Time Travel, Time Travel Master and 

Familiar special rules, the player is somewhat compensated. 

Dwarf Wizards 

While lacking the dramatic potency of other spellcasters, 

Dwarf wizards do have the unique ability to channel magical 

energies that further enhance an already stoic race. 

Possessing the Time Manipulator special rule, a Dwarf wizard 

can be taken on foot or mounted upon a pony or mountain 

goat. 

Elven Mages 

Of all the races of the Orb, it is the elves who hold the closest 

links to magic, and their magic users are widely regarded as 

the most powerful. On foot, horseback, or riding a unicorn, 

players of the Elves are able to take up to two Elven mages 

into battle. In line with the Elves army special rule, an Elven 

mage can attempt to cast 2 Magic Spells during the Magic 

phase of each of the Elves player’s Turns. 

Fiends Priests of Darkness 

An unhallowed fusion of human and beast, known as Priests 

of Darkness, Fiends’ shamans mirror their bestial brethren in 

savagery, whilst navigating the arcs of time and the worlds of 
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spirit through foul sorcery. Considering it a great honour, 

cultists are regularly sacrificed by shamans in sickening, 

orgiastic ceremonies in praise of the Beast God N’kish.  

Followers of the Eye Tegu Shaman 

With the Telepathy and Time Travel special rules (as well as 

holding the Follow the Leader and Look Out special rules, 

should the unit include bodyguards), Tegu shaman provide 

armies of the Followers of the Eye with a strong magical 

edge. 

Goblin Shaman 

On foot or atop a snarling hyena, crazed shaman fuelled by 

heavy doses of chicoi are the magic users of Goblin armies. 

Though difficult to be relied upon, when these shaman’s 

spells are successful, they are, for the enemy, annoyingly 

effective. 

Hag Elf Mages 

Be it on foot, on horseback, or atop a majestic unicorn, 

armies of Hag Elves can include up to two Hag Elf mages. In 

addition to their spell-casting prowess, these dark-hearted 

practitioners of arcane powers take to the field of battle 

armed with a crossbow and sword. 

Konstrato Empire Wizards 

On foot or mounted upon a horse, wearing light armour, and 

armed with a pistol and sword, armies of the Konstrato 

Empire can field a maximum of one Magic Users units. 
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Lords Seekers 

Powerful manipulators of esoteric forces, and keen 

experimenters of time travel, magic users of the Lords are 

called seekers. On foot or upon a horse, a seeker is armed 

with a pistol and sword or axe, and possess the Time Travel, 

Time Travel Master and Time Manipulator special rules. 

Seekers tread a thin line between sanity and madness. In line 

with the Lords army special rule, each time a seeker attempts 

to cast a Magic Spell (successful or unsuccessful), a D6 roll 

against the Seekers Table is required. 

Seekers Table 

D6 
Result 

Effect 

1 - 3 Keeping his grasp on reality, the seeker behaves normally. 

4 - 6 For the remainder of the game, a -1 modifier is applied to all 
D10 Magic rolls and D10 Confidence Tests of the seeker.* 

*Modifiers are cumulative. 

Orc Shaman 

On foot or mounted on a wild boar, a player of Orcs can 

include up to two shamans in his army. Unrestrained in his 

drinking, as well as his eating, habits, an orc shaman has the 

Drunk special rule. 

Order of Ophelia Witches and High Priestesses 

Possessing a deep mastery of spells, poisons, and magical 

incantations, the Order of Ophelia hold deep ties with 

witchcraft. In addition to being able to field up to two 

witches (on foot or mounted on a horse) as his army’s Magic 

Users units, an Order of Ophelia player also has choices over 
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which General unit he fields; with options including a high 

priestess on foot, upon a horse or lamassu, or riding a 

chariot. This General unit can also cast Magic Spells. 

Samurai Wizards 

Though the race hold close bonds to the worlds of the 

supernatural, armies of the Samurai tend not to field many 

wizards. A Samurai player can include a maximum of one 

wizard in his army. Armed with a shuriken and katana, a 

Samurai wizard has the Time Travel and Telepathy special 

rules. 

Servants of Extinction Visionaries 

Those who are capable of harnessing the powers of magic 

within the Servants of Extinction are called visionaries. 

Armed with a crossbow and sword, visionaries have the Time 

Manipulator special rule. On foot or upon a horse, a Servants 

of Extinction army can include up to two visionaries. 

Undead Necromancers and Vampires 

An Undead army is a deeply magical force. Magic Users units 

for the Undead, of which up to two can be taken, include a 

necromancer on foot or horseback. Meanwhile, the Undead’s 

General unit options, who can also cast Magic Spells, include 

a vampire on foot or horseback, or a master necromancer on 

foot or riding a horse. 

Yalif Seers 

Yalif users of magic are called seers. Though a Yalif army can 

include a maximum of just one seer, there are various ways 
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in which he can enter battle: on foot, on horseback or camel, 

or riding upon a chariot.  

Models from any model manufacturer can be used in games 

of Shadows of Centralis. Below are just a few ideas for Magic 

Users units. A full list of recommended model manufacturers 

can be found on page 102. 

‘Warlords of Erehwon: Samurai Heroes’: Samurai Wizard 

‘SAGA Pagan Priest Three – The Seer’: Damned Warlock 

‘SAGA Christian Priest One’: Konstrato Empire Wizard 

‘SAGA Celtic Priest’: Konstrato Empire Wizard 

‘SAGA Islamic Priest’: Yalif Seer 

‘Warrior Princess’: Elven Mage 

‘Tenoch Shaman, Priest of the Dead God’: Tegu Shaman on 

Timurlengia 

‘The Witch & Her Cat (and Cauldron!)’: Order of Ophelia 

Witch 
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‘Warlords of Erehwon: Samurai Heroes’. Copyright: Warlord Games. 
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‘SAGA Pagan Priest Three – The Seer’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 
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‘SAGA Christian Priest One’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 
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‘SAGA Celtic Priest’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 
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‘SAGA Islamic Priest’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 
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‘Warrior Princess’. Copyright: Diehard Miniatures. 
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‘Tenoch Shaman, Priest of the Dead God’. Copyright: The Little Soldier 
Company. 
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‘The Witch & her Cat (and Cauldron!)’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 

Available via Amazon and selected stockists, full details and 

rules for Magic can be found in the Shadows of Centralis 

book. Free PDF downloads of the Magic Spells listed in the 

book (both General Magic Spells (a list of 10) and army-

specific Magic Spells (a list of 6 per army)) are available from 

the Resources section of the Shadows of Centralis website. 

www.shadowsofcentralis.com 

 

http://www.shadowsofcentralis.com/
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS & GRIPPING BEAST 

 

An enthusiastic and valued supporter of Shadows of 

Centralis, Gripping Beast are one of the selected model 

manufacturers who feature in the Shadows of Centralis book, 

and whose figures are also regularly included in Shadows of 

Centralis Monthly Magazine, as well as on the Shadows of 

Centralis website and social media platforms. 

Well into its third decade of operation, Gripping Beast are a 

powerhouse of model manufacturing who recently acquired 

Front Rank Figurines; a move which further bolsters the 

company’s position as a leading provider of high quality, 

highly detailed miniatures, backed with exceptional customer 

service. 

Transporting them out of their original, often historical, 

settings and placing them into the strange and mysterious 

world of the Orb, this article details how many of Gripping 

Beast’s models can be used in games of Shadows of Centralis. 
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Before delving into their treasure-trove of miniatures, we 

thought it would be worthwhile to first describe a little of the 

history of Gripping Beast, a company who recently 

celebrated their twenty-fifth anniversary. Kindly allowing us 

some of his time, Gripping Beast owner Andy Sherwell spoke 

with Shadows of Centralis Monthly Magazine, detailing the 

forming and subsequent development of the UK-based 

company. 

Andy Sherwell: The company was founded in 1996 by Colin 

and Duncan Patten, who did their own sculpting. It was 

purchased by myself in 2000. Colin Patten continued to 

sculpt ranges for several years, and still does occasionally, 

preparing our Avar range recently, for example. But more 

recently the company has used a rotating group of sculptors 

on the ever-expanding ranges, including Robbie Baker, Bob 

Naismith, Soapy and Angel Terol. 

We have been friends for years with Alex Buchel (author of 

SAGA) and were very pleased to work with him on the 

development and marketing of the very successful SAGA 

game from 2011 onwards. 

Though the company offers a wide range of models which 

cover various periods of time, for many years Gripping Beast 

were largely associated with the production of wargaming 

models for the Dark Age period only. So, when the company 

looked to create a range of World War I figures, they initially 

looked to brand them differently, adopting the moniker of 

the Woodbine Design Company. 

Andy Sherwell: When we decided to produce a range 

covering the First World War, we felt it needed distancing 
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slightly from the Gripping Beast name, which was at the 

time synonymous with the Dark Ages. Hence the choice of a 

different brand. As it turns out GB has expanded since into 

the Classical period without issue, so we probably need not 

have bothered! 

Front Rank Figurines was founded by Alec Brown in 1986. 

With an avid interest in military history and wargaming, 

coupled with his enviable abilities as a sculptor of superbly 

detailed models in both 28mm and 40mm scales, Alec forged 

a reputation for the company as a supplier of characterful 

and distinctive historical wargaming figures.  

Andy Sherwell: We had been fans of Alec’s figures for a long 

time. Martin (at Gripping Beast) has an extensive collection 

from their WSS range - and importantly there were no 

overlaps between the respective ranges. Front Rank was 

operating without advertising or trade sales, and we saw 

the opportunity to expand its operations considerably. 

Given the increasingly populated marketplace of competing 

28mm model manufacturers, each vying for customers’ 

attention, we asked Andy what he thought it was that set 

Gripping Beast apart from the crowd. 

Andy Sherwell: Difficult to say from the inside! I suppose we 

are one of the few companies who sell games with figures/ 

accessories rather than just figures. We do receive regular 

compliments for our service and the quality of our 

miniatures, and a number of Front Rank customers have 

remarked on how crisp our castings are; we use a different 

metal alloy to Front Rank. Also, we are a genuine company, 
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with a proper infrastructure to support rather than being a 

man-in-a-shed as some manufacturers still are. 

Gripping Beast models 

Being a unique fusion of fantasy, science fiction, and horror, 

Shadows of Centralis allows its players many different 

options when it comes to choosing which models to use. 

With its large and diverse collections, Gripping Beast are one 

such model manufacturer whose ranges are well worth 

considering as players look to buy figures to use ‘as is’ or with 

the intention of converting them. 

Providing an overview of how Gripping Beast’s models can be 

incorporated into Shadows of Centralis armies, detailed 

below are just some of the options players may look to 

consider. Such is the number and variety of models supplied, 

future issues of Shadows of Centralis Monthly Magazine will 

feature further Gripping Beast-related articles also. 

Gripping Beast plastics 

With armies such as the Damned, the Lords, the Servants of 

Extinction, and the Order of Ophelia, Shadows of Centralis 

features a number of unique forces. Opening up the 

floodgates of creative thought, these armies are especially 

fun for those players who are drawn to converting models.  

Sculpted by renowned model-maker Bob Naismith, with 

sprues heaving with components and optional extras, 

Gripping Beast’s plastic kits can be used as the central basis 

for conversions, as well as proving numerous ‘add on’ 

options to other figures. 
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The Damned 

The versatility afforded by Gripping Beast’s plastic Dark Age 

Warriors allows for many different Damned options to be 

considered. With some sculpted disfigurements, and making 

use of the slings included within the set, these models can 

represent units of Damned Slingers. With some sculpting of 

light armour or kit-bashing from other sets, these figures can 

also be used as the basis for the Damned’s Diseased and 

Mutant units.  

 

‘Mercenary Balearic Slingers’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 

In addition to the plastic kits which Gripping Beast produce, 

the company also offer a number of metal miniatures which 

can be considered with armies of the Damned in mind. 

Examples include Gripping Beast’s various Slinger models, 

such as their Mercenary Balearic Slingers. Meanwhile, 

manned by Mutants, and firing poisonous projectiles, with a 
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change or converting of crew, a Damned Ballista is well 

represented by Gripping Beast’s Late Roman Hatra Ballista. 

Dwarfs 

Gripping Beast produce some wonderful ponies, ideal for 

Dwarf Pony Riders and (pony mounted) Dwarf Pistoleers 

units as well as mounted General, Champions and Magic 

Users units. Considering some of the company’s larger 

figures, with a change of crew, Gripping Beast’s many 

Elephant models are ideal for use as Dwarf War Elephants. 

 

‘Riding Pony’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 
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Elves 

On the surface, it may seem that Gripping Beast’s models do 

not lend themselves to races such as the elves, however this 

is not actually the case. Gripping Beast offer some wonderful 

Cataphract Horse models, such as those pictured below, 

which are perfect for using in units of Elven Cataphracts. 

 

‘Roman Hearthguard on Cataphract Horses’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 

Konstrato Empire 

Sculpted by Matt Bickley, Gripping Beast’s metal Hexenjager 

models are well suited for games of Shadows of Centralis, 

particularly for inclusion within armies of the Konstrato 

Empire. Resplendent in their grim and dark character, and 

with each figure carrying a burning torch, these superb 

figures make perfect Konstrato Empire Swordsmen, as well 

as (with the addition of some converted flamethrowers) 

members of Cleansing Squads. 

Military Order Sergeants (Hand Weapons) and Military Order 

Sergeants (Spears) are ideal for Konstrato Empire Swordsmen 
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and Konstrato Empire Spearmen, respectively. Other notable 

Gripping Beast models include Spanish Archers and Crossbow 

figures, serving as Konstrato Empire Bowmen and Konstrato 

Empire Crossbowmen, respectively.  

With the addition of some sculpted flames beneath their 

deadly lances’ heads, Military Order Knights and Mounted 

Crusading Knight models are perfect for using as units of 

zealous, Endovelicus-worshipping Purging Beacons. 

 

‘Military Order Knights Lance Couched (4)’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 

The Lords 

Including figures with both Dark Age and futuristic aesthetics, 

players of the Lords will find many superb model options 

within Gripping Beast’s different ranges. Particular models of 

note, sculpted by Soapy and Robbie Baker, respectively, 

forming part of Gripping Beast’s impressive SciFi range, Laser 

Troopers and Corporation Commandos make ideal Ray 

Gunners of the Lords. 
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‘Corporation Commandos’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 

Order of Ophelia 

Gripping Beast offer a number of model options for players 

of the Order of Ophelia to consider when putting their armies 

together, with their Shieldmaiden figures making great 

Warrior-Witches. 

Servants of Extinction 

Drawing from Gripping Beast’s extensive range of plastic sets, 

players fielding Servants of Extinction armies are well catered 
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for, with the company’s Viking Hirdmen and Goth Noble 

Cavalry working wonderfully well as Extinction Warriors, 

Extinction Berserkers, and Extinction Riders, respectively. 

Gripping Beast also produce many metal models that will 

appeal to Servants of Extinction players, such as the figures 

below, which are great for using as Extinction Warlords. 

 

‘Viking Warlord’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 
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‘Saxon Warlord’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 

Undead 

Sculpted by Bob Naismith, full of macabre character and 

gruesome details, Gripping Beast’s Undead Legion figures 

make ideal Skeleton Fighters in games of Shadows of 

Centralis, while their Ghost King model is perfect for using as 

a Necromancer. 
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Yalif 

Yalif players will find a veritable feast of models and 

conversion options within Gripping Beast’s plastic Arab sets, 

with the company’s Arab Spearmen & Archers, Arab Light 

Cavalry & Horse Archers, and Arab Heavy Cavalry all viable 

considerations.  

 

‘Sassanid Warlord B’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 
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Switching to metal models, the company’s Ben Yusef and 

Iman figures are great for using as Yalif Seers, while their 

Moor and Mutatawwi’a ranges make great additions to Yalif 

armies as General, Champions, and Foot Troops units. Also 

worth considering are Gripping Beast’s dynamic and 

characterful Sassanid models. 

Buy Shadows of Centralis from Gripping Beast here 

https://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/Shadows_Of_Centralis--

product--6703.html  

 

Gripping Beast Ltd 

Website: www.grippingbeast.co.uk 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Gripping-Beast-196181460427546/ 

https://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/Shadows_Of_Centralis--product--6703.html
https://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/Shadows_Of_Centralis--product--6703.html
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Shadows of Centralis 

“The Old Ones were, the Old Ones are, and the Old Ones shall be. 

Not in the spaces we know, but between them. They walk serene 

and primal, undimensioned and to us unseen.” HP Lovecraft. 

Shadows of Centralis is a dynamic 28mm (1:64) scale 

tabletop wargame which fuses elements of fantasy, science 

fiction, and horror. Though the game can be played with 

models from any manufacturer, a special mention is given to 

Diehard Miniatures, Gripping Beast Ltd, Warlord Games, 

Foundry Miniatures Ltd, Warmonger Miniatures, 

Goblinmaster Limited, Lucid Eye Publications and Mantic, 

whose fantastic miniatures feature in this book. 

With a unique slant on fantasy and science fiction tropes, and 

providing richly detailed background stories, Shadows of 

Centralis is an immersive strategy wargame which offers 

players the opportunity to field a range of different armies. 

From the nightmarish Undead, resurrected from peaceful 

slumber by foul necromancy, to the pious Konstrato Empire, 

from the barbarous Yalif hordes to the technologically 

advanced Lords, in total, there are fifteen different armies to 

choose from.  

Designed to be flexible and to encourage greater inclusivity, 

Shadows of Centralis can be played with as few as 20 – 30 

models per side, through to players taking part in largescale 

battles with hundreds of models involved. With innovative 

gaming features and numerous races to choose from, 

Shadows of Centralis offers both experienced wargamers and 
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newcomers to the hobby exciting and challenging tabletop 

conflicts. 

Complete with several different scenarios, full rules, and 

fifteen comprehensive army lists, this 400-page A5 book 

contains all the information needed to play a game of 

Shadows of Centralis. So, choose your god, gather your 

troops, grab your dice and tape measure, and enter into the 

strange, dark world of the Orb. 

Book contains 

• Foreword by Rick Priestley 

• Introduction to Shadows of Centralis 

• Details of Centralis Portas and the gods 

• Map and history of the Orb 

• Full rules 

• 6 different scenarios 

• 15 army lists; Damned, Dwarfs, Elves, Fiends, 

Followers of the Eye, Goblins, Hag Elves, Konstrato 

Empire, Lords, Orcs, Order of Ophelia, Samurai, 

Servants of Extinction, Undead, Yalif   

• Featured model manufacturers; Diehard Miniatures, 

Gripping Beast Ltd, Warlord Games, Foundry 

Miniatures Ltd, Warmonger Miniatures, 

Goblinmaster Limited, Lucid Eye Publications, Mantic 

 

www.shadowsofcentralis.com 
 
 
 

http://www.shadowsofcentralis.com/
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Shadows of Centralis, the new tabletop wargame, out now! 
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SATYR ART STUDIO: A TALK WITH DREW DAY 

WILLIAMS (PART 2) 

Born and raised in Baltimore, Maryland, owner and driving 

force of Satyr Art Studio, Drew Day Williams grew up in a 

household teeming with creativity. Whilst his friends were 

gifted with the latest toys and shiny gadgets, Drew was the 

enthusiastic recipient of blocks of plasticine and other arts 

and crafts goodies. Such encouragement to create his own 

playthings clearly set the foundations of what was to follow 

for Drew, a man who is now a much sought-after sculptor of 

fantasy and science fiction miniatures, and whose CV 

includes work for Dwarven Forge and Wizkids. 

Describing his entry into the world of tabletop wargaming 

and RPG’s, and going on to detail his development as a 

professional sculptor and figure designer, in last month’s 

issue of Shadows of Centralis Monthly Magazine (Monthly 

Magazine: Issue #2 (May 2022) – Shadows of Centralis), we 

focussed on Drew’s career. Concluding our two-part feature 

on Satyr Art Studio, this issue sees Drew discuss some of the 

finer details of his sculpting history, as well as some of his 

modelling techniques.  

Drew Day Williams: Believe it or not, my very, very first 

attempts at sculpting tiny figures was when I was just three 

years old. Yes, three. My Grandmother, Anna, encouraged 

me to use professional plasticine modelling clay to make 

whatever I wanted. And those things turned out to be... 

um... tanks, jeeps, dinosaurs, X-wing fighters, and comic 

book characters. I once sculpted a 10mm scale WWII 

armoured division. My mother reminds me that I called 

https://shadowsofcentralis.com/monthly-magazine-issue-1-may-2022/
https://shadowsofcentralis.com/monthly-magazine-issue-1-may-2022/
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them my “Tweensies.” Needless to say, since plasticine 

doesn't harden, nothing I made lasted very long. I even 

recall a day in which I returned home from school to find 

my entire dinosaur menagerie melted into a puddle by the 

midday sun, because I absent-mindedly left them out under 

a tall, south-facing window. 

All throughout my art education and illustration career, I 

only used plasticine, wax, or porcelain clay. It wasn't until 

Bobby Jackson introduced me to Kneadatite (aka Green 

Stuff) back in 1997, that I began to make sculptures that 

could be put to use in the miniature industry. 

From the very small to the very large, having sculpted for a 

range of different projects, we asked Drew if his sculpting 

practices have changed over time. 

Drew Day Williams: Not much, really. Though I have 

sculpted for various applications, and so have used different 

materials and techniques, such as plasticine over an actor’s 

bust for making a monster mask to build a mould over, or a 

wax figure for casting in bronze. But when it comes to 

making miniatures, I’ve so far stuck with the same materials 

and techniques I was shown how to use over 20 years ago. 

That is fresh Kneadatite, blended with Aves Apoxie Sculpt, 

over a soldered copper wire armature, with my tools 

lubricated with a thin film of Vaseline. 

Innovating the world of traditional model sculpting, working 

digitally, and using 3D printing techniques is becoming 

increasingly common within the manufacturer of wargaming 

models. We asked Drew if, in addition to ‘pushing putty’, he 

worked digitally as well. 
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Drew Day Williams: Back in 2004 - 2005, I believed the 

writing was on the wall; 3D modelling was going to supplant 

handmade sculpture, and 3D printing technology was going 

to keep improving, too. In that year, there was also a dearth 

of miniatures manufacturers (that is, clients) at the games 

conventions in the initial wake of the Pokémon trading card 

craze. So, I left my home of Baltimore for the West Coast, 

seeking my professional improvement. I visited a few 

universities that year, worked at Wizkids in the Seattle area 

for a little bit, but I ultimately settled upon a master’s 

program at the Academy of Art University in San Francisco. 

They were offering a program that included both academic 

figure sculpture as well as 3D modelling, scanning, and 

industrial design. For a while, I considered redirecting my 

skills towards movie studio contactors such as Stan Winston 

or Phil Tippett. 

At AAU, I perfected my skills in life sculpture, maquette for 

film, écorché study with human figures, busts, and 

comparative anatomy. I studied under Pixar designers and 

even taught undergraduate courses on those subjects. 

Everything went as planned. But when I finally got myself 

into AAU’s robust 3D modelling program, I broke down and 

wept! The 3D software was so frustratingly slow for me to 

use, I eventually abandoned all hope of mastering it. Quite 

simply, I was too darned broke and desperate to afford the 

time-off from hand sculpting in order to learn the new 

tools. I needed more support to master 3D in time, and I 

just didn't have it. 

Fortunately, my “writing on the wall” predictions in 2004 - 

2005, about 3D modelling taking over the industry, was 
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premature. In fact, the opposite occurred. By 2011, the 

number of miniatures-oriented development in the market 

exploded. It turned out that the presence of 3D printing as a 

development option only widened the demand for scale 

figures in gaming overall. And along the way, handmade 

work had become its own coveted sub-category. So, it 

became easy for me to stick with handmade sculpting these 

past ten years. I'm never short of something to work on. In 

fact, my current body of personal, Satyr Studio brand, work 

focuses on that handmade aspect as a selling point, as I 

deliberately emulate a style of sculpture that was popular 

back in the 1980’s.  

However, in the near future I do have plans to expand my 

portfolio to selling 3D printing files. I’m developing an 

approach to scanning handmade maquette prototypes. I’m 

looking forward to the new process, and am experimenting 

with other materials to use with it. But that’s something 

that is still being put together and probably won’t be ready 

for further discussion until the summer of 2023. 

Casting his mind back to his early childhood, Drew described 

his first ever sculpted model (done at the tender age of just 

three years old) as well as the first wargaming figures he 

produced professionally. 

Drew Day Williams: The first thing I ever sculpted was a 1/2 

scale écorché of a human head. Skull, muscle, and skin 

layers (as well as a brain inside the skull, eyeballs with 

optical nerves, a tongue and larynx. But since I was only 

three years old when I made it, my late Grandmother Anna 

kept it “safe” under glass in a display cabinet. It’s still 
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among her things at my Uncle Jay’s house in DC. And let me 

tell you, it looks terrible. I can’t tell how much of its poor 

appearance is due to the clay being knocked about, and 

how much of it is from the fact that it was sculpted by a 

child who had just learned to tie his shoes. 

But if you’re asking about my first tabletop figurines, then 

that would have to be the entire Undead Cyborg Cowboys 

(Or was it Undead Cowboy Cyborgs?) set, that I made on 

commission for the fledgeling Demonblade Games’ 

Shockforce range back in 1998. They were marketed as the 

‘Deadtech’ faction, and, let me tell you, they were simply 

awful!  

I’ll never forget my mistaking Chaz Elliott’s generous 

professional advice to me to find some “A/B” putty to work 

with, after I explained to him in an email that I could not 

find any Kneadatite where I lived (Chaz was also developing 

the awesome Goth Rats range for Demonblade at that 

time). Confused, I ended up purchasing a product labelled 

“A/B” that was formulated for patching the hulls of boats! It 

smelled awful, and had a drippy consistency that took hours 

to harden. When I eventually showed this to Chaz in person 

at the GenCon convention later that summer, he seemed 

amazed that I was able to make it work at all.  

So, the material was wrong, the material was horrible, the 

concept was absurd, not just Cyborg Cowboys, or Zombie 

Cowboys, or Cyborg Zombies, but Cyborg Zombie Cowboys! 

Arrrgh! I simply hated making them, from start to finish. But 

I was paid, and the ‘Deadtech’ figures turned out to be the 

perfect training gauntlet for testing myself; to see if I was 
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prepared to make a living doing miniatures for the tabletop 

industry, fulltime. And it turned out, I was. 

 

One of Drew’s larger pieces. Copyright: Drew Day Williams. 
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Another of Drew’s larger pieces. Copyright: Drew Day Williams. 

Incidentally, the second thing that I sculpted, which I was 

much more pleased with, was Demonblade’s official GWAR 

series, ‘Rumble in Antarctica’. I was attracted to the job by 

the readily available art of Hunter Jackson’s GWAR comics, 

by Slave Pit Inc. Hunter Jackson also starred as Arch-
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nemesis Techno Destructo onstage. His crisp 

characterizations of the band made the job a pure joy, and I 

remember knocking the entire range out within about a 

month. If you should get a hold of any GWAR miniatures 

(they are rare), then you have the figures that I first 

established my studio process with, for the next 20 years. 

 

‘GWAR Rumble in Antarctica Miniatures Game’. Copyright: Demonblade 
Games/ GWAR/ Slave Pit Inc. 

With his models full of character and adorned with pleasing 

details, we asked Drew where he draws his inspiration from 

when sculpting. We also asked him if he prefers to work in a 

quiet setting or if he likes to listen to music or audiobooks. 

Drew Day Williams: I’ve often preferred my clients to 

provide me with concept art that could guide me. Hunter 

Jackson spoiled me from the start! Sometimes, they’ll just 

send me screen captures out of inspiring movies. 

Occasionally, I’ll use the background figures from someone 
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else’s illustrations. Whatever looks cool. Sometimes, I’ll 

even print out the likeness of a particularly distinctive 

actor’s headshots. In the end, my sculpting looks suitably 

different from any of those outside sources, but It’s always 

good to have a point to start from that is not just from my 

own imagination. 

 

‘GWAR Rumble in Antarctica Miniatures Game: Flattus Maximus’. 
Copyright: Demonblade Games/ GWAR/ Slave Pit Inc. 

Back when I attended AAU, I actually ended up as a 

‘Maquette for Film’ major in their Animation department. 

I’ll never forget how their animation teachers, many of 

whom were from Disney Studios, taught us that animators 

should work in complete silence, to better focus on the 

performance of the character on which they are working. 

But in my work, such complete silence is never truly an 

option. I have developed tinnitus, a condition where one 

hears a constant high-pitched buzzing/ ringing in the ears, 
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and so I am driven to always surround myself with media 

while I work. The only time I might endure silence is when I 

must stop to compose long letters. But if I’m sculpting, 

there is definitely going to be something playing in the 

background. 

 

‘GWAR Slaves’. Copyright: Demonblade Games/ GWAR/ Slave Pit Inc. 

I do enjoy audiobooks, and will listen to some stories if they 

are in theme with what I’m sculpting. For example, Frank 

Herbert’s Dune, as I'm sculpting sci-fi, or maybe Poul 

Andersen’s Three Hearts Three Lions while I'm sculpting 

high-fantasy. But most of the time I either listen to equally 

in-theme music or watch a video game called ‘Let's Play’ out 

of the corner of my eye. But that is mostly because I never 

have the time to play video games myself! Actually, this 

may seem a little bit off topic, but most of the gaming LP’s 

that I've watched while sculpting for the past decade have 

been by YouTuber Damo2986. It’s become so that my wife 

knows when I'm sculpting if she can hear Damo’s LP-ing 
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voice from my studio. I watch him because he is a great 

storyteller, who narrates much of what he is doing, and 

keeps his content largely free of profanity (unlike most 

gamers). That has made it easy for me to enjoy his channel 

without always needing to look up from my work. Just a 

shout out to him and his YouTube channel. He’s kept me 

good company as I’ve worked this past decade. I don’t 

know. I guess having to suppress constant ringing in ones 

ears can make media habits a little weird. 

Hmm... but, now that you mention it, I believe I will make 

an effort to return to audiobook listening. I just 

downloaded the Goetrek & Felix series of Warhammer 

audiobooks this past Christmas. They might be just the 

ticket for me, as I work on some classic 1980’s style Undead 

miniatures, and the brave Feudals set to repel them! 

 

Satyr Art Studio 

Website: www.satyrartstudio.ecwid.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/satyrartstudio 
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS ARMY FOCUS: ELVES 

Much like the dwarven race, the elves of the Orb are in a 

state of continual decline. Having lost many of their lands to 

the planet’s other forces, it is from their mountain-strewn 

island homes to the north west of Coelum that elven lords 

set sail aboard their fleets of crystal ships, determined to 

serve their goddess Dagnr. 

Of all the armies in Shadows of Centralis, the Elves are some 
of the most expensive in terms of Victory Points (VP), but 
they also boast some of the best fighters. Fielding an Elves 
army is ideal for players who like fast moving troops whose 
warriors are reliable in both close combat and missile-
focussed fighting. Further to this, Elven mages are some of 
the Orb’s most powerful users of magic. Elven armies may 
lack the numbers of other forces, however, when played to 
their strengths few armies can match them. 

With a choice of Elven Lord on foot, upon horse or pegasus, 
or mounted atop a dragon, players of the Elves are spoilt for 
choice when it comes to the General unit. With an 
exceptional Confidence (C) value, multiple Attacks (A) in both 
Hand-to-Hand Combat and Shooting, and having 
the Inspiring special rule, an Elven Lord makes a highly 
versatile leader. 

When it comes to Champions units, much like the Elven Lord, 
Elven Paladins are excellent close combat fighters and missile 
users, they can also be taken on foot or mounted on a horse 
or griffon. Further to this, there is the option of taking an 
Elven Musician, and benefiting from its Encouraging special 
rule. 
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Elves are powerful users of magic, and an army of Elves can 
include up to two Elven mages, each of which holds the Time 
Travel and Time Travel Master special rules. Representing 
their magical prowess, the Elves army special rule allows 
each Magic User to attempt to cast 2 Magic Spells within 
each Magic phase of the Elves player’s Turn. 

Typically, units of the Elves are less durable than many of the 
other armies available in Shadows of Centralis. For example, 
Elven Spearmen have a Durability (D) value of 7+, while Elven 
Archers have a Durability (D) value of just 8+. A tactic often 
well employed with Elves units generally, a savvy Elves player 
will look to get the most out of these units as quickly as 
possible before they fall. 

Of the different Foot Troops they can field, Knights of Dagnr 
are the Elves ‘hard hitters’. With the ability to be fielded in 
units of 5 or 10, each Knight of Dagnr has 2 Attacks (A) in 
Hand-to-Hand Combat, along with a Hand-to-Hand (H-t-H) 
value of 4+, as well as the Beguiling special rule. 

Armed with bows and swords, Elven Horse Riders can make 
Attacks in both Hand-to-Hand Combat and Shooting. 
Meanwhile, mounted on armoured horses, wearing suits of 
heavy armour, carrying shields, and armed with lances, Elven 
Cataphracts are perhaps the deadliest and most durable of 
all Elves units. 

Monsters units (of which an Elves army can field a maximum 
of two) available to the Elves include Giant Kites (unit of 3) 
and Tree Beasts. With Machines of War units (of which, 
again, an Elves army can field a maximum of two), an Elves 
player has access to Elven Horse Chariots and Elven Ballistae. 
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Well suited for games of Shadows of Centralis, both Mantic 
and North Star Military Figures offer a wide range of 
miniatures which can serve in armies of Elves. Though their 
range of Elven models is not so extensive, Warmonger 
Miniatures offer some superb metal models; their Elven 
Guards are ideal for using as Elven Spearmen. Meanwhile, 
sister company to Warmonger Miniatures, Wargames 
Foundry’s Gigantic Eagle makes a great Elven Giant Kite. 

 

‘Scythed Chariot’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 

One of the refreshing aspects of Shadows of Centralis is the 
ability to create some completely unique looking armies; this 
can often come from taking models outside of their ‘usual’ 
settings, sometimes converting them or changing respective 
crew member models, sometimes not. Models by Gripping 
Beast are a particular case in point with this as their 
‘historical’ figures make wonderful additions to many armies 
within Shadows of Centralis. Particular Gripping Beast models 
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of note for consideration within armies of Elves include their 
cataphract horses, non-armoured horses, and chariots, as 
well as their ballista sets. Further to this, mounted on a 
horse, armed with a bow as well as hand weapon, and 
resplendent in a suit of armour, sculpted by Angel Terol, 
Gripping Beast’s Attila! model is perfect for using as an Elves 
General or Champions unit. 

 

‘Attila!’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 
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‘Roman Hearthguard on Cataphract Horses’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 

Much like Gripping Beast, Warlord Games provide many 
‘historical’ figures which, with a little creative thinking, can 
be incorporated into armies of Elves. Particularly with 
General, Champions and Magic Users units in mind, other 
models worth considering are the respective ranges offered 
by Diehard Miniatures and Lucid Eye Publications. 

One of Shadows of Centralis Monthly Magazine’s favourite 
sculptors, and a regular contributor to the magazine, Trish 
Carden has a number of upcoming releases which are ideal 
for armies of Elves. Kindly sparing us a little of her time, Trish 
spoke about two models in particular, her Forest Wyrm 
(which can be used as a dragon for an Elven Lord) and 
Treeman (ideal for use as a Tree Beast). 

Trish Carden: The Forest Wyrm is something I’ve wanted to 

make for a long time. Rather than make the usual dragon 

with skin and scales, I’ve always thought a forest creature 

like that would be similar to a Treeman; a living 
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embodiment of the forest made from the trees and 

vegetation that surrounds it. I chose to make it wingless as I 

imagine it winding sinuously through the trees, and wings 

would only get in the way!  

 

‘Treeman’. Copyright: Trish Carden. 

I’ve always loved making Treemen, so my newest one is just 
the evolution of previous sculpts. I had my old Marauder 
Miniatures Treemen in mind when I was making this one. 
They were solid, chunky sculpts with different bark 
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textures. I like that look for a wargaming figure, so I used it 
as the starting inspiration. I also wanted to add lots of little 
details for people to find as they painted it. Adding moss, 
lichen, leaves and little creatures gives plenty variety for 
different colours and I imagine people might add some 
more of their own to personalise it! 

 

‘Forest Wyrm’ (in progress shot). Copyright: Trish Carden. 
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‘Forest Wyrm’ (in progress shot). Copyright: Trish Carden. 

I’ll be putting up more information about the release of my 

sculpts on Facebook and Instagram nearer the time. We 

(Trish and Footsore Miniatures and Games) will initially 

produce the figures in resin, but if there is the demand for 

metal then we’ll look into that, too. 
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With the release of her latest sculpts imminent, Trish 
commented on what it’s like to see her models used in 
games such as Shadows of Centralis. 

Trish Carden:  I really enjoy seeing my sculpts painted, 

whether within an army or as part of a diorama. It’s 

inspiring to see how people interpret what I’ve made in so 

many different ways. Something as simple as a colour 

choice can totally change the look and feel of a figure, 

allowing it to fit in to various settings. I’m really looking 

forward to seeing what’s done with my new figures. 

Further information on the Dagnr-following Elves, as well as 

the complete Elves Army List, can be found in the Shadows of 

Centralis book, which is available for purchase via Amazon, 

Gripping Beast Ltd, Diehard Miniatures, Lucid Eye 

Publications, The Little Soldier Company, and Caliver Books. 

 

 

 

 

Shadows of Centralis, out now! 
 
Amazon: www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL  
Gripping Beast Ltd:  www.grippingbeast.co.uk  
Diehard Miniatures: www.diehardminiatures.com   
Lucid Eye Publications: www.lucideyepublications.com  
The Little Soldier Company: www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk  
Caliver Books: www.caliverbooks.com  

http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL
http://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/
http://www.diehardminiatures.com/
http://www.lucideyepublications.com/
http://www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk/
http://www.caliverbooks.com/
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DAGNR (Goddess of the Elves) 

“Priestess of fortune, purest of heart, with your sword of judgement, we 

entrust our souls.” Benediction of the Elves. 

atching over the Orb from her floating grand 

palace on the shifting cosmic seas of Zylex, Dagnr 

is the graceful, supreme goddess of the elves. 

Swift of movement, with an analytical mind, and with pacts 

made between her and various demigods of nature, Dagnr is 

a master of the winds and seas. 

With lush vegetation and exotic flowers in a continual state 

of bloom, Dagnr’s empyrean dimension is one of eternal 

paradise. With her celestial courtiers in attendance, and a 

harmonious choir sounding out mellifluous song as poets pen 

beautiful sonnets in her honour, Dagnr is an advocate of the 

arts. 

Over the ages, Dagnr has observed her once proudly united 

elven race break into warring factions, with the nefarious hag 

elves, in particular, growing in strength and numbers. The 

antithesis of her teachings, hag elves revel in hedonism and 

bloodlust as they offer their praises to the brutal gods N’kish 

and Taranix, as well as a plethora of evil demigods. 

Judicious in mindset, Dagnr strives to achieve peace over 

war, she is a master of negotiation and diplomacy. Such an 

attitude has led to other gods underestimating her, much to 

their cost. A magnificent military strategist, once drawn into 

an unavoidable conflict, Dagnr is a deadly opponent. 

Patience, discipline, and lethal precision are the qualities she 

teaches to her followers on the Orb.  

W 
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DIEHARD MINIATURES: NEW MODELS 

 

With their extensive range of superb 28mm fantasy and 

science fiction miniatures, Diehard Miniatures are one of the 

model manufacturers who feature in the Shadows of 

Centralis book. A prolific sculptor, Tim Prow is the company’s 

driving force. The company’s latest Kickstarter campaign, Law 

and Disorder Campaign II, will see the release of a slew of 

new figures.  

Shadows of Centralis players, especially those who field 

armies of the Lords, may find particularly interesting Diehard 

Miniatures’ new E-Corp, Elite Bounty Hunter, and Death Cult 

models, offering players of the Lords model options for their 

Ray Gunners and Protector units. 
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‘E-Corp’ miniature. Copyright: Diehard Miniatures. 

Tim Prow: Hmmm, inspiration for the units… Well, the E-

Corp - its name came from a TV show, originally evil 

corporation, I thought changing it to ‘explorer corporation’ 

was pretty cool - miniatures were inspired from my long 

love of comics and a certain one that will always be in my 

heart! The helmets kind of make this faction and ties in the 
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uniforms. I think most of the ten figures so far made for 

them are conversions of other Diehard figures, but the 

helmet makes them are cognisable as E-Corp. I wanted a 

group of corporate explorers, a cross between colonial 

marines from Aliens and an Indiana Jones type adventurer/ 

explorer.  

 

‘Death Cult’ miniature. Copyright: Diehard Miniatures. 
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Death Cult again have been inspired in look from a certain 

comic. They have cult leaders who control the unit’s actions 

and beliefs, warping their minds and making them do 

unspeakable things! They look like they have bestial armour 

to augment their evil look. I’d definitely like to sculpt more 

of these and flesh them out more with a deeper 

background. 

Yet again inspired by childhood TV and films, the elite 

bounty hunters share an uncanny likeness to a certain Star 

Wars-esque faction. This unit gets the choice of two heads, 

a human head, and a ‘freebie’ helmet. As with the E-Corp, 

it’s the helmet that ties this unit together. Again, several of 

the figures are conversions, but with the helms it make one 

recognisable force. You could imagine these elites being a 

guild having amongst their ranks the most deadly of 

members, with lesser bounty hunters vying for the 

opportunity to join them. 

For full details of Diehard Miniatures’ latest Kickstarter, see 

the full range of their new models, or pledge your support, 

visit the company’s Kickstarter page, Law and Disorder II, 

www.kickstarter.com/projects/diehardminiatures/law-and-

disorder-2 

 

 

Diehard Miniatures 

Website: wwww.diehardminiatures.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/DiehardMiniatures 

 

http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/diehardminiatures/law-and-disorder-2
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/diehardminiatures/law-and-disorder-2
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OVERRUNNERS AND MORE: A TALK WITH BOB 

NAISMITH (PART 1) 

Bob Naismith is a veteran wargames miniatures sculptor and 

designer whose career stretches back to 1976 and his time 

with Wargames Publications Scotland. Following his two-year 

stint with the Scottish wargames company, Bob moved onto 

Naismith Design and Navwar, before embarking on close to a 

decade long association with Citadel Miniatures (Games 

Workshop). He then briefly worked for Grenadier Models, 

switching to a fully freelance role in 1990; a position he has 

worked in for the past thirty years.  

 

 

‘Undead Legion Hearthguard (4)’, sculpted by Bob Naismith. Copyright: 
Gripping Beast Ltd. 
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As a figure designer who is highly sought after, Bob’s clients 

over the years have included Games Workshop, Milton 

Bradley, Hasbro, Waddingtons, Bluebird Toys, Corgi, 

Grenadier Models, ICI, White Wolf, Ares, Fireforge, Gripping 

Beast, Old Glory, Victrix, Shmidtspieler, PECO, North Star 

Military Figures, Battlefront, Wargames Atlantic, and many 

other model figure companies. His most recent project 

is Overrunners, a new independent venture which is 

currently being supported by a Patreon campaign. 

Being one of this magazine’s all-time favourite sculptors, it 

was both a delight and privilege to catch up with one of the 

true legends of fantasy, science fiction, and historical 

miniatures sculpting, master of the Overrunners himself, Bob 

Naismith. 

Taking Bob on a journey back in time, travelling back to his 

days with Wargames Publications Scotland, we began our 

interview by asking Bob a little about his entry in the world of 

painting and sculpting miniatures. Readers may be interested 

to know that the first model Bob ever sculpted was a small 

Samurai figure (a figure which took Bob a day to sculpt and 

was later cast by Wargames Publications Scotland). 

Bob Naismith: Oh, that’s going back a bit! So, I was a 

frothing teenager in Glasgow – I remember going to my first 

wargames club and seeing Julian Benassis wargame army, I 

was hooked! Those were the days of heavy gloss varnish, 

you know, figures looked like bits of china! I bought a copy 

of Military Modelling, I think, and it had an ad for 

Wargames Publications - they were in a tiny attic space at 

https://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/
https://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/
https://www.victrixlimited.com/
https://www.northstarfigures.com/
https://www.northstarfigures.com/
https://wargamesatlantic.com/
http://www.bobnaismith.com/
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the top of an elderly office building right in the middle of 

town - like Diagon Alley! 

I met the guys and trawled all over their stuff, which was 

early D & D, Empire of the Petal Throne, Cosmic Games, etc. 

They had some painted figures which I thought I could 

improve on, so I threw my hat into the ring of painting 

figures for money. I painted many, many figures at 15mm, 

25mm and 54mm, as well as a few 90mm and 120mm 

figures. I also did a load for New Hope Design. 

Anyways, that was all going along fine, then the boys at 

WPS decided they wanted to make their own figures - they 

used New Hopes’ facilities and a sculptor called Ros. I did 

the concepts, though. After about a year of this (say, 1979) 

they asked me if I could make a figure. This was the Samurai 

you speak of; made in standard milliput (which smelt of 

digestive biscuits, I thought). They seemed to like it! We did 

cast it, but I think it was maybe a bit small, so I’m not sure it 

was sold.  

We did have fun! One of the blessings of working with small 

companies is the ease that ideas can grow and become real! 

I remember having to make all the variants of the Fletcher 

class destroyer in 1:3000 - not easy, I can tell you!  We also 

made Napoleonic ships – I loved them. Everything was done 

in milliput, and I really loved learning about this strange 

medium!  

Following his time with Wargames Publications Scotland, Bob 

created Naismith Design, before progressing to Navwar. We 

asked Bob to tell us a little more and these companies and 

the type of miniatures being produced. 
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Bob Naismith: Naismith Design grew out of me and two 

guys from WPS, plus the guys at Navwar. I designed the 

stuff, all of it, 25mm and 15mm; Napoleonic, Crimea, 

African, Aztec, Mayan, Inca, Burgundians, Medieval, English 

Civil War, etc, plus about one thousand naval vessels in 

1:3000 scale. There was a small amount of fantasy stuff as 

well. 

 

’Roman Legionary’, sculpted by Bob Naismith. Copyright: Warlord Games. 
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With a career dating back to the late-1970’s, Bob has 

designed and sculpted thousands of models from all different 

genres. We asked Bob if he has a preference over the types 

of models he works on. 

Bob Naismith: No, not really - the freedom of fantasy can be 

a little too broad! Historical is okay, as long it doesn’t get in 

the way of making a good miniature. 

A keen follower on innovate design and sculpting technology, 

though Bob still uses putty when sculpting many of his 

miniatures, he is also an enthusiastic advocate of working 

digitally. We asked Bob how he felt the different methods 

compared. 

Bob Naismith: Both have good and bad points. Real 

sculpting is tried and trusted but digital is increasingly the 

choice for production. I really enjoy digital because I’m still 

learning - which is fabulous! Once you get some basics 

under your belt you can just get on with it, real-world or 

digital. 

Continuing in his enjoyment for working in a digital medium, 

and made available as STL files, Bob’s latest project, 

Overrunners is a new range of 28mm futuristic figures. An 

avid fan of Robert Heinlein’s Starship Troopers, along with 

works from other authors such as EE ‘Doc’ Smith, this exciting 

venture is centred around Bob’s love of science fiction. These 

STL files can be purchased directly from Bob’s website 

(www.bobnaismith.com). Further to this, allowing for his 

models to reach a wider audience, Bob has recently teamed 

up with a number of STL file printing companies. 

http://www.bobnaismith.com/
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Bob Naismith: I’d love to let more people get at my stuff! 

I’m quite shy myself of the manufacturing side of things, so I 

rely upon guys like Two Idiots Printing Service - although I 

also have connections with Peer Creations in the 

Netherlands, as well as We Print Miniatures in the UK, and I 

am always open to any offers from printers!  

 

‘Overrunners’ sketch. Copyright: Bob Naismith.  
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‘Skinny Lander’. Copyright: Bob Naismith. 
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“My love, just like yours, is science fiction of all sorts – books, films, 

figures, kits – you name it! The figures on this website are all my 

own designs. They are intended for use in the 28-30mm games 

environment, but they can very easily be printed to suit 15mm just 

as well. I really hope you like them as much as I have enjoyed 

making them. With your support I hope to continue making many 

more. If you haven’t already done so, please look me up on 

Patreon.com under Bob Naismith’s Overrunners.” Bob Naismith 

(www.bobnaismith.com) 

Continuing our interview with Bob Naismith, Overrunners 

and More: A Talk with Bob Naismith (Part 2) will feature in 

next month’s (July 2022) issue of Shadows of Centralis 

Monthly Magazine. Meanwhile, to read an historical in-depth 

interview with Bob Naismith, visit the Shadows of Centralis 

website (www.shadowsofcentralis.com) and head to the 

‘Interviews’ page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bob Naismith 

Website: www.bobnaismith.com 
Patreon: www.patreon.com/user?u=31502359 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/bob.naismith 

http://www.shadowsofcentralis.com/
http://www.bobnaismith.com/
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HORROR FIENDS: EDGAR ALLAN POE 

An American writer whose dark and brooding stories of 
suspense, terror, and gothic horror have influenced a swathe 
of other writers, and later filmmakers, such as H.P. Lovecraft 
and Alfred Hitchcock, this month’s Horror Fiends focusses on 
the superb master of the macabre and teller of tales that is 
Edgar Allan Poe. 
 

“And the silken, sad, uncertain rustling of each purple curtain 
Thrilled me—filled me with fantastic terrors never felt before; 
So that now, to still the beating of my heart, I stood repeating 
“’Tis some visitor entreating entrance at my chamber door— 
Some late visitor entreating entrance at my chamber door;— 
This it is and nothing more.”” Taken from ‘The Raven’ by Edgar 
Allan Poe, first published in the New York Evening Mirror, January 
1845. 

 
Born in Boston, Massachusetts in 1809, Poe was raised from 

infancy in Richmond, Virginia by John and Frances Allan 

following the death of his mother Elizabeth; his father David 

had abandoned the family home soon after Poe was born. A 

wealthy merchant, John Allan took the family to live for a 

brief time in the United Kingdom. John Allan was keen for 

Poe to continue in his education, during his time away from 

his homeland Poe was schooled first in Irvine, North Ayrshire 

in Scotland, and then London, England. By the time Poe was 

eleven years old, the family had returned to Richmond where 

the young boy continued his education. 

Such was the significant wealth held by John Allan, Poe grew 

up in lushly affluent surroundings, a lifestyle that would not 

continue to be enjoyed as he grew older. As Poe entered into 
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adulthood, frustrated with how he elected to spend his 

allowance, often gambling and drinking his way through it, 

John Allan removed his support. It was because of his 

financial issues that Poe’s time at the University of Virginia 

was cut short. Adding to his feelings of frustration and 

isolation, Poe’s turbulent time at university coincided with 

the failure of his relationship with Sarah Elmira Royster. 

In 1827, now living in Boston, and distanced from the 

financial support of John Allan, looking to demonstrate his 

ability to be self-sufficient, Poe turned to the United States 

Army as he enlisted as a private. It was whilst serving in the 

United States Army that Poe, using the name of “a 

Bostonian,” released his first book, Tamerlane and Other 

Poems. Seeming to take inspiration from, amongst others, 

Lord Byron, Tamerlane and Other Poems received a very 

limited print run and made little impact on the literary world. 

Unperturbed, Poe then released second book, Al Aaraaf, 

Tamerlane and Minor Poems, in 1829.  

A prolific writer, in addition to his many reviews, Poe produced 

numerous short stories, poems, and essays, as well as a novel and 

play. Some of his most notable works include The Fall of the House 

of Usher, Hop-Frog, The Masque of the Red Death, The Murders in 

the Rue Morgue, Lenore, The Raven, and The Narrative of Arthur 

Gordon Pym of Nantucket. 

Lending him his support, John Allan assisted in securing Poe 

an early release from his time with the United States Army. 

Looking to guide Poe, John Allan was initially encouraged to 

see him gain admittance to the U.S. Military Academy of 

West Point, though the guardian’s hopes were soon dashed. 
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Refusing orders, failing to attend class, and deliberately 

belligerent, Poe quickly achieved the expulsion he aimed for. 

With his time in the military behind him, in 1831 Poe’s third 

book, Poems, was published.  

Securing himself a monied prize, his short story MS Found in 

a Bottle was published in the weekly magazine The Baltimore 

Saturday Visiter in October 1833. Serving as the narrator of 

the tale, this story tells of a ship’s passenger on board a 

vessel which is beset with ferocious storms, and which leaves 

only himself and an old Swedish man as survivors. Events run 

from bad to worse as the strange conditions, which take on 

an increasingly supernatural nature, are described. The 

narrator’s ship is then sunk as it collides with a huge black 

galleon; a collision from which the narrator only narrowly 

avoids death by being thrown from his destroyed craft and 

onto this hulking sailing machine. Deeply evocative, the story 

continues with the narrator discovering his new ship to be 

manned by a strange crew who are unable to see him. 

Further strangeness is added to the story as the narrator 

details the mysterious aspects of the vessel and its holdings. 

Suggestions of other spiritual planes and dimensions are 

spoken of as the story grows with mounting tension and 

suspense, “All around us was horror and thick gloom.” The 

horror of the narrator’s sea traversing concludes as the 

strange ship fails victim to a huge whirlpool, “Oh God, going 

down.” 

Going on to influence a number of his later writings, Virginia 

Clemm was one of Poe’s cousins. In 1835, Poe gained a 

licence for their marriage, which followed soon afterwards. 

Over the several years that followed, Poe worked on 
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publications such as The Southern Literary Messenger and 

Burton’s Gentleman’s Magazine. Including many of his 

poems and short stories, as well as his reviews of other 

books, these magazines served as an outlet for Poe’s creative 

expression. Meanwhile, though he hoped to produce a 

journal of his own, his efforts to do so proved unsuccessful.  

In 1840, Poe published his book Tales of the Grotesque and 

Arabesque. Then, in 1845, Poe’s poem The Raven was 

published in the New York newspaper the Evening Mirror. 

Using the pseudonym of Quarles, Poe’s poem was also 

published in The American Review: A Whig Journal. It was at 

this time in his life when Poe achieved his greatest public 

appreciation as a writer, though financially he maintained a 

precarious position. 

In 1847 Poe’s wife Virginia died of tuberculosis, a condition 

she had been battling for a number of years. The depth of 

tragedy felt by Poe upon the death of his wife triggered a 

spiralling of alcoholism and despair. Poe’s abuse of alcohol 

was a struggle for him throughout his life, so too was his 

predilection for opium.  

During his final years, Poe became engaged to poet Sarah 

Helen Whitman, though the two parted before any marriage 

took place. Resuming his relationship with Sarah Elmira 

Royster, Poe was again engaged to be wed, though again 

marriage did not follow, as, aged just forty years old, Poe 

died in 1849 in Baltimore, Maryland. Much speculation and 

conjecture is applied to the reasons for Poe’s death, with 

likely causes attributed to heart-related issues, complications 
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through alcohol and substance abuse, and neurological 

disorders. 

First published in May 1842 via Graham’s Magazine, The Masque of 

the Red Death sees Poe describe the downfall of an arrogant and 

insensitive protagonist called Prince Prospero. While outside his 

castle-like abbey the country is gripped in the horror of a painful, 

fatal plague, Prince Prospero secures himself from the pestilence 

behind welded-shut gates and thick stone walls.  

Well provisioned, surrounded by one thousand privileged guests, in 

defiance of the contagion which strips outside life of vitality, Prince 

Prospero delights in the pleasures of merriment and safety as he 

holds a masquerade ball. Poe details the interior decoration for 

Prince Prospero’s event, describing seven different coloured 

chambers; blue, purple, green, orange, white, violet, and black. The 

writer explains Prince Prospero’s “love of the bizarre” as he talks of 

the abbey’s sharp-turning corridors, gothic, stained-glass windows, 

and tripods holding braziers of illuminating fire. 

Marking each hour, an ebony clock strikes the time, causing all to 

pause and take note; the chimes instilling within the guests a 

feeling of dread where there had previously been joy. It is on the 

stroke of midnight, as guests are strangely held in thrall of the clock 

that a tall, gaunt, masked figure is noticed for the first time. The 

mask is said to resemble that of a “stiffened corpse,” while about 

its body is the appearance of blood. Outraged by this intrusion, 

Prince Prospero runs at the figure with a raised dagger. Upon 

drawing near to this ghastly abomination, the figure turns, 

prompting the blade-wielding aristocrat to drop dead. As guests 

rush to seize and unmasked this figure they are astonished to find 

beneath its mask and clothing a void of all tangible presence. Then, 

one by one, falling prey to the red death, as scarlet afflictions 

ravage their bodies, all of Prince Prospero’s guests drop dead, “… 

darkness and decay held illimitable dominion over all.” 
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Assigned the unofficial title of The Light-House, considered 

his final writings, Poe left behind an unfinished piece of work, 

one which is centred around the feelings of isolation and 

paranoia felt by the story’s lightkeeper, “My passion for 

solitude could scarcely have been more thoroughly gratified. 

I do not say satisfied; for I believe I should never be satiated 

with such delight as I have experienced to-day...” 

 

Daguerreotype of Edgar Allan Poe, 1849. 
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THE LITTLE SOLDIER COMPANY: A TALK WITH DAVID 

WOOD 

Question: What happens when you take a lifelong love of 

models and wargaming and mix with tongue-in-cheek 

takedowns of political celebrities, an enthusiasm for a 

dystopian-filtered Alice in Wonderland world, an insatiable 

passion for Noggin the Nog, and sprinkle liberally with 

legendary sculptors of miniatures? 

Answer: The Little Soldier Company. 

Prising him away for his company’s latest releases, speaking 

with the Little Soldier Company’s big boss, author of the 

superb Dear Tony Blair blog himself, Shadows of Centralis 

Monthly Magazine was delighted to be afforded some of 

David Wood’s time. 

David Wood: I’ve been addicted to miniatures for as long as 

I can remember... My father was ex-army, and my earliest 

memories are of watching The World at War and holidaying 

in Northern France and visiting D-Day landing areas. He 

loved aircraft, which never became an interest for me, but 

model soldiers (Airfix) that my brother collected drew me 

like a moth to a flame... Napoleonic’s were probably my 

earliest minis, all Airfix of course (this being the late-1960’s 

into the very early-1970’s). I sent off for some samples of 

Peter Laing’s 15mm metals and a (possibly) Skytrex 1/300 

tank when I saw them advertised in Airfix magazine. 

Remember sending a postal order and a self-stamped 

addressed envelope off? The samples arrived (eventually, 

this being before customer service raised its head) and I was 
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put off metal for a while; these shapeless blobs that I had 

no idea as to what they were. I was young, remember!  

I stuck with plastics until discovering GHQ’s 1/285 scale 

vehicles. The company are still market leaders today, and it 

dragged me screaming into the possibilities of metal minis! 

Minifigs, Lamming, and Hinchliffe were my first gaming 

miniatures, this was around 1974; Ancient Byzantines, 

Polish Winged Hussars, Roman Legionaries, ECW. The bug 

had been caught. Fantasy started rearing its little head in 

the mid-1970’s, and a little later I got a sample Robin Hood 

mini from a fledgling company called Citadel with a nice 

letter from a certain Bryan Ansell. I haven't looked back 

since... Basic Dungeons & Dragons was my go-to RPG but 

after failing my ‘A’ levels rather miserably (twice, always a 

sucker for punishment), I saw my gaming buddies disappear 

to university... The fools!  

In my first job I got introduced to Tunnels & Trolls, but it 

was still miniatures that held my thrall. Come the early to 

mid-1980’s, I worked for Games Workshop retail in 

Manchester for two years out of three, and was put in 

charge of ordering miniatures and the display pieces, and so 

on. I was in Seventh Heaven! Time moved on, though, and I 

went through years of failed musicianship before getting 

married and having children.  

Then along came the internet. Wow! I somehow found the 

wonderful Triumvirate of Richard (Orclord) Hale, Tom Pope 

(both creators of Stuff of Legends) and Ed Etkin, a collector 

of great repute. I realised I knew very little of the American 

scene but slowly grew more knowledgeable. In 2007, I 
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started a blog, www.deartonyblair.co.uk, and shortly after I 

commissioned the legendary sculptor Bob Olley to make me 

a Tony Blair and a Margaret Thatcher dwarf... I had seen a 

set of four minis he had sculpted for a private commission 

and knew I needed him to make my blog minis. Over time, I 

slowly started to increase the range.  

 

‘Tenoch Warrior with Spear and Shield’. Copyright: The Little Soldier 
Company. 

http://www.deartonyblair.co.uk/
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The moulding maestro, Peter Brown, professed a love of 

Noggin at a Salute convention at some point, and I decided 

to sculpt a Noggin for him. It was an abysmal sculpt but the 

seed was sown. I contacted (the late) Peter Firmin and he 

helped set me on the path to penury... The Little Soldier 

Company website (www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk) 

came into being, and that is that! 

The Little Soldier Company’s model ranges 

• Noggin the Nog 

• The Tenoch 

• Enhanced Warriors 

• The Khamai 

• Politicos 

• Alice in Gerunderland 

• Bar Room Brawl 

• The Emporium of Miscellany  

In addition to their Tenoch, Enhanced Warriors, and Khamai 

models, which lend themselves well to games of Shadows of 

Centralis (think Followers of the Eye armies), we asked David 

if there are any plans to add further fantasy races to The 

Little Soldier Company catalogue. 

David Wood: Well, there's a dragon on the way! I’ve 

actually got a lot of ideas for expanding ranges… There are 

some additions to most ranges being worked on and, if I can 

get the financing, a very interesting new race... 

The Little Soldier Company’s Alice in Gerunderland range 

reflects David’s unique take on the world of Lewis Carroll’s 

Alice in Wonderland and John Tenniel’s iconic imagery. We 

https://thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk/
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asked David what prompted the range, and what the future 

has in store for this wonderful collection. 

David Wood: The idea for Geründerland came from gin, I 

think. I’ve always loved humanoid rabbits... Grenadier 

Miniatures produced a lovely range of Gamma World Hoops 

and Bunnies and Burrows miniatures in the late-1970’s, and 

I got Martin Buck to sculpt the initial range of rabbits. I love 

Alice in Wonderland, Narnia, etc, and it seemed like a good 

idea to expand it further!  

 

‘The Baralizar’. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company. 
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I was in conversation with Mark Evans (the sculptor) who 

took it on board based on the Tenniel illustrations. The joy 

of coming up with histories for them really fills me with joy. 

Martin then did some amazing drawings for Evil Toys, 

thinking I wanted someone else to sculpt them... a definite 

no as Martin fills his artwork with such feeling that he 

needs to be the man to bring them to life. The Grotesques 

were one of Martin’s pet projects that I ‘persuaded’ him to 

part with, hopefully they will be getting expanded soon. 

The future is thinking of increasing the diversity of the 

range and also to fill out the armies with more troop types. 

“Rules,” I hear you ask? 

 

‘Overlord on Palanquin’ and ‘Dead God on Palanquin’. Copyright: The Little 
Soldier Company. 
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‘Enhanced Warrior with Bow’. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company. 

David explained that whilst he no longer games, he remains 

an enthusiastic collector of miniatures, wargames, and RPG’s. 

Meanwhile, when it comes to sculpting, he prefers to keep 

things simple and to a minimum. With regards to painting his 

ever-expanding collection of miniatures, his models need to 

exercise patience as David labels himself the “slowest painter 

in the multiverse.” 
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David Wood: In truth, I don’t game anymore. My early days 

of Dungeons & Dragons, Tunnels & Trolls, then Warhammer 

were great, but my ‘social circle’ didn’t include any gamers, 

so I became a ‘secret’ hoarder of lead. I regularly back 

gaming related Kickstarters where they (mostly) involve 

miniatures and still keep purchasing old games to recapture 

a misspent youth.  

 

'Blair in the Box & Mag in the Box'. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company. 

I am the slowest painter in the multiverse but thoroughly 

enjoy it. A lot of the miniatures on my site are my own but 

with a few excellent hobby friends helping me out 

occasionally. Sculpting-wise, I tend to be more of a 

converter. As per the Noggin sculpt mentioned earlier, I 

know my limitations! Three of the Tenoch codes are my 

conversions, along with a mounted Nogbad the Bad, but 
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they are mostly the work of the original artists with my 

poor milliputting skills straining the boundaries of my 

ability! 

 

'Khamaí Command'. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company. 
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‘Khamaí Beast Handler’. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company. 

With the company’s Tenoch and Enhanced Warriors 

miniatures sculpted by the legendary Kevin Adams, while 

their Politicos range is largely down to the work of fellow 

veteran sculptor Bob Olley, David commented on the 

sculptors and miniature designers involved with The Little 

Soldier Company. 

David Wood: Bob Olley sculpted most of the Politico range, 

barring Steven Marchant who sculpted the latest ‘Domlum’ 

(Dominic Cummings meets Gollum). I have chopped a few 

bits and created the Tony Blair and Margaret Thatcher Jack 
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in the Boxes. They had to be done! Kev Adams has sculpted 

the Tenoch range, along with the Enhanced Warriors 

(barring my occasional conversions), while John Robertson 

sculpting the Khamaí. Philip Page created all the resin 

pieces for the Tenoch.  

The Alice in Geründerland range was sculpted by Mark 

Evans and Martin Buck, and the Dwarven Bar Room Brawl 

range by John Pickford. I grew up watching Noggin the Nog 

and the love never left really; Martin Buck sculpted the 

licensed Noggin the Nog range. There are a couple of new 

releases coming up, hopefully in the next couple of months. 

I can’t say more unfortunately as we are still in discussion 

with Smallfilms… I remain in awe of all of The Little Soldier 

Company’s sculptor’s putty-pushing skills. 

Recently added to the list of stockists of Shadows of 

Centralis, The Little Soldier Company are running a special 

offer for purchasers of the book. Each copy of Shadows of 

Centralis purchased from The Little Soldier Company’s 

website comes with a free white metal Tenoch model, 

sculpted by Kevin Adams. For full details of this offer, head 

over to their website. 

 

 

 

The Little Soldier Company 

Website: thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/TheLittleSoldierCompany 
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: WEBSITE 

From sample Army Lists to downloadable Magic Cards and 

counters, the official Shadows of Centralis website is 

regularly updated with special features which can be used to 

further enhance your games of Shadows of Centralis. Here 

you will also find further background information on each of 

the game’s armies, as well as the other inhabitants of the 

Orb. Visitors will also find reviews, hobby workshops, and 

exclusive interviews with a number of personalities from the 

wargaming world. Bringing together likeminded enthusiasts, 

and offering a platform for their Shadows of Centralis 

projects, the website also provides links to the game’s online 

community.  

Visit: www.shadowsofcentralis.com

 

‘Shieldmaiden Warlord’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: STOCKISTS 

Complete with a foreword by Rick Priestley, along with 

background information on the Orb and its inhabitants, the 

gods who watch over the planet, fifteen army lists, and full 

gaming rules, Shadows of Centralis is available for purchase 

worldwide via Amazon. 

www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL  

The book can also be purchased from the specially selected 

stockists listed below. 

Gripping Beast Ltd 

www.grippingbeast.co.uk/Shadows_Of_Centralis--product--

6703.html 

The Little Soldier Company 

www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk/product/shadows-of-centralis  

Diehard Miniatures 

www.diehardminiatures.com/product/shadows-of-centralis-rules-

book  

Lucid Eye Publications 

www.lucideyepublications.com/shadows-of-centralis 

Caliver Books 

www.caliverbooks.com  

http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL
http://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/Shadows_Of_Centralis--product--6703.html
http://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/Shadows_Of_Centralis--product--6703.html
http://www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk/product/shadows-of-centralis
http://www.diehardminiatures.com/product/shadows-of-centralis-rules-book
http://www.diehardminiatures.com/product/shadows-of-centralis-rules-book
http://www.lucideyepublications.com/shadows-of-centralis
http://www.caliverbooks.com/
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MODEL MANUFACTURERS 

Shadows of Centralis can be played with models from any 
manufacturer, below is a list of some of our favourites. 

Diehard Miniatures 
 
Website: www.diehardminiatures.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/DiehardMiniatures 

Gripping Beast Ltd 

Website: www.grippingbeast.co.uk 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Gripping-Beast-196181460427546  

 
Warlord Games 

Website: www.warlordgames.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/warlordgames 

Wargames Foundry 

Website: www.wargamesfoundry.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/WargamesFoundry 
 
Warmonger Miniatures 
 
Website: www.warmongerminiatures.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/warmongerminiatures 
 
Goblinmaster Limited 
 
Website: www.goblinmaster.online 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/goblinmasterlimited 

  

http://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/Gripping-Beast-196181460427546
http://www.warlordgames.com/
http://www.facebook.com/warlordgames
http://www.wargamesfoundry.com/
http://www.facebook.com/WargamesFoundry
http://www.warmongerminiatures.com/
http://www.facebook.com/warmongerminiatures
http://www.goblinmaster.online/
http://www.facebook.com/goblinmasterlimited
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Lucid Eye Publications 

Website: www.lucideyepublications.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/LucidEyePublications 

Mantic 

Website: www.manticgames.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/manticgames 

 
Wargames Atlantic 

Website: www.wargamesatlantic.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/wargamesatlantic 
 
North Star Military Figures 
 
Website: www.northstarfigures.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/northstarmilitaryfigures 
 
Satyr Art Studio 
 
Website: www.satyrartstudio.ecwid.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/satyrartstudio 
 
The Little Soldier Company 

Website: thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/TheLittleSoldierCompany 

 

 

 

 

http://www.lucideyepublications.com/
http://www.manticgames.com/
https://wargamesatlantic.com/
http://www.facebook.com/wargamesatlantic
http://www.northstarfigures.com/
http://www.facebook.com/northstarmilitaryfigures
http://www.satyrartstudio.ecwid.com/
http://www.facebook.com/satyrartstudio
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Hobby craft suppliers 

SylCreate 

SylCreate, the online home of Sylmasta’s model making, resin 

casting, craft, art and restoration products. 

Website: www.sylcreate.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/SylCreate 
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NEXT MONTH… 

Shadows of Centralis: Time Pockets  

Shadows of Centralis Army Focus: Fiends 

Shadows of Centralis: Weather Conditions 

Horror Fiends: Peter Cushing    

Model Manufacturers      

Plus, interviews, reviews, hobby articles, and more… 

 

For more information: 
johnwombat.wordpress.com 
www.shadowsofcentralis.com 

https://johnwombat.wordpress.com/
http://www.shadowsofcentralis.com/

